Abstract "γ + Jet" events, based on the qq → g + γ and qg → q + γ subprocesses, are proposed for jet energy scale setting and hadron calorimeter calibration at LHC energies. General features and selection criteria of "γ + Jet" events that would provide a good P t γ − P t Jet balance are described. CMS detector geometry is taken as the basement.
INTRODUCTION
Setting an absolute scale for a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is an important task for many of pp and pp collider experiments (see e.g. [1, 2] ). There is a number of ATLAS and CMS publications on this subject where the application of different physical processes (like "Z 0 /γ + Jet" and others) is discussed ( [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ).
This paper is the first part of a set of publications on a detailed study of this problem. The main goal of this work is to find out the selection criteria for "γ + Jet" events that would lead to the most precise determination of transverse momentum of a jet, i.e. P t Jet , via assigning a photon P t γ to a jet. We shall present here the results of event generation by using PYTHIA 5.7 [11] . Further development, based on the simulation of detector response with GEANT detector simulation packages will be presented in one of our next papers.
It should be also noted that here we consider the case of a low luminosity L = 10 33 cm 2 s −1 that is still quite sufficient to use much more restrictive cuts as well as new physical variables and, correspondingly, cuts on them (cluster suppression criterion, for instance) in comparison with those used in the previous experiments and to obtain a set of more clean "γ + Jet" events.
The Section 2 is an introduction to the problem. General features of the "γ+Jet" processes at LHC energies, that will be explored in this article and later papers, are presented here. In Section 2 we review possible sources of the P t γ and P t Jet disbalance in the final state and the ways of selecting those events where this disbalance has a minimal value.
In Section 3.1 we present definitions of P t components of different objects that enter the balance equation illustrating the conservation law of the total P t in any event.
Section 3.2 describes the criteria we have chosen to select "γ + Jet" events for the calibration procedure. "Cluster" (or mini-jet) suppression criterion (P t clust CUT ) which has not been used in previous experiments is introduced here. Its important role will be illustrated in the following papers [12] [13] [14] [15] . These clusters have a physical sense as a part of another new experimentally measurable quantity introduced here for the first time, namely, the sum of the P t of all particles detectable in the |η| < 5 region which are out of the "γ + Jet" system (denoted as P t out ).
Another new thing here is an introduction of a new physical object, named as an "isolated jet", i.e. the jet that does not have any noticeable P t activity in some ring in η − φ space around it. In other words we will select some class of events having a total P t activity inside the ring, ∆R = 0.3, around this "isolated jet" within 2 − 5% of jet P t . In the following paper it will be shown that the number of events with such a clean topological structure would not be small at LHC energies (mainly due to the growth of luminosity).
Since the calibration is rather a practical than an academical task in all the following Sections, we present the values of rates for strict and weak cut values because their choice would be a matter of step-by-step collected statistics.
The justification of the variables and cuts introduced in Section 3 can be found in our papers [13] [14] [15] . In [15] we present the estimation of the efficiency of background suppression, that is, finally, the main guideline to establish the selection rules. Section 4 will be devoted to the estimation of non-detectable neutrino contribution to P t Jet as well as to studying the influence of the |η| > 5 region not covered by calorimeters or other detectors (that is the main source of P t miss ≡ E T ) on the total P t balance in the event. The correlation of the upper cut on P t miss with a mean value of P t of neutrinos belonging to the jet P t , i.e. P t Jet (ν) , will be considered here. Since the results presented here have been obtained with PYTHIA simulation, we are planning to carry out the analogous estimation in the next papers but with another event generator.
GENERALITIES OF "γ + Jet" PROCESSES

Leading order picture
The idea of a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) calibration by physical process "pp → γ + Jet" was realized many times in different experiments (see recent papers [1, 2] and refs. there). It is based on the parton picture where two partons (qq or qg), supposed to be moving in different colliding nucleons with zero transverse momenta (with respect to the beam line), produce a photon, called a direct one, and a parton with balanced transverse momentum P t part = − P t γ . This picture corresponds to the leading order (LO) Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1 for the "Compton-like" process
and for "annihilation" process
respectively. The P t of the "γ+parton" system produced in the final state should be equal to zero, i.e.
So, in this case one could expect that with a reasonable precision the transverse momentum of the jet produced by the final state parton (q or g) will be close in magnitude to the transverse momentum of the final state photon, i.e. P t Jet ≈ − P t γ . Fig. 1 : Some of the leading order Feynman diagrams for direct photon production.
It allows one to carry out the calibration of HCAL in the experiments with a well calibrated electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). To put it simpler, to a part of jet transverse energy E Jet t deposited in HCAL we can assign the value of the difference between the value of the transverse energy deposited in ECAL in the photon direction, i.e. E γ t , and the value of the transverse energy deposited in ECAL in the jet direction.
Initial state radiation.
Since we believe in the perturbation theory, the leading order (LO) picture, described above, is expected to be dominant in determination of the main contribution to the cross section.
The Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) approximation (see some of the NLO diagrams in Fig. 2 ) introduces some deviations from a rather straightforward LO-motivated idea of calibration. Thus, as it is seen from Fig. 2 , a gluon radiated in the initial state (ISR) can have its own non-zero transverse momentum P t ISR = 0. It leads to the non-zero transverse momenta of partons that appear in the initial state of fundamental 2 → 2 QCD subprocesses (1a) and (1b). As a result of the transverse momentum conservation, a disbalance of the transverse momentum of a photon P t γ and of a parton P t part produced in the fundamental 2 → 2 process 5 + 6 → 7 + 8, shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (and thus, finally, of a jet produced by this parton), will take place. We shall choose the modules of a vector sum of transverse momentum vectors P t 5 and P t 6 of incoming (into 2 → 2 fundamental QCD subprocesses 5 + 6 → 7 + 8) partons, shown on lines 5 and 6 in Fig. 2 , as well as the sum of their modules as two quantitative measures
to estimate the P t disbalance caused by ISR. The modules of the vector sum
will be used as an estimator of the final state P t disbalance in the "γ + Jet" system.
The numeration notations in these Feynman diagrams as well as in formulae (3) and (4) are chosen to be in correspondence with those used in PYTHIA for describing partonparton subprocess, displayed schematically in Fig. 3 . The "ISR" block describes the initial state radiation process that can take place before the fundamental hard 2 → 2 process. 
Primordial parton k T effect.
A possible non-zero value of the intrinsic parton velocity inside a colliding proton may be another source of the P t γ and P t part disbalance in the final state . Its reasonable value is supposed to lead to the value of k T ≤ 1.0 GeV /c. It should be noted that sometimes in the literature the summarized effect of ISR and of the intrinsic parton transverse momentum is denoted by k T . Here we follow the approach used in PYTHIA where these two sources of disbalance are treated separately and switched on by different keys (MSTP(61) for ISR and PARP(91), PARP(93) and MSTP(91) for k T ). Below we shall keep the value of k T to be fixed by PYTHIA default value k T =0.44 GeV/c. Its possible variation influence on P t γ and P t Jet disbalance will be discussed in detail in our following paper [15] . The general conclusion from there is that any variation of k T within reasonable boundaries (as well as beyond them) does not produce a large effect in the case when the initial state radiation is switched on. The last one gives a dominant contribution.
CHOICE OF MEASURABLE PHYSICAL VARIABLES FOR "γ + Jet" PRO-CESS AND OF CUTS FOR BACKGROUND REDUCTION.
Another than (1a) and (1b) QCD processes with large cross sections, being by orders of magnitude higher than the "γ + Jet" cross section, can also contain high P t photons and jets in final states. So, we face the problem of signal "γ + Jet" events selection out from the large QCD background. Here we shall discuss the choice of physical variables that would be useful under some cuts on their values to select the desirable processes with direct photons ("γ dir ") production from the background events. The possible γ dir candidate may originate from the π−, η−, ω−, K− meson decays or, may be, from a bremsstrahlung photon.
We suppose the ECAL size to be limited by |η| ≤ 2.61 and HCAL to consist of the barrel (HB), end-cap (HE) and forward (HF) parts and to be limited by |η| ≤ 5.0 (CMS geometry), where η = −0.5 ln (tan (θ/2)) is a pseudorapidity defined through a polar angle θ counted from the beam line. In the plane transverse to the beam line the azimuthal angle φ In pp → γ + Jet + X events, we are going to study, the main physical object will be a high P t jet, to be detected in the |η| < 5 region, and a direct photon, registered by ECAL up to |η| < 2.61. In these events there will be a set of particles mainly caused by beam remnants, i.e. by spectator partons fragmentation, that are flying in the direction of a non-instrumented forward part (|η| > 5) of the detector. Let us denote the total transverse momentum of these non-observable particles as i∈|η|>5
Among the particles with |η| < 5 there could be also neutrinos. Their total momentum will be denoted as
The sum of transverse momenta of these two kinds of non-detectable particles will be denoted as P t miss :
A high energetic jet can also contain neutrinos that may carry some part of the total jet energy needed to be estimated from simulation. From the total jet transverse momentum P t Jet we shall separate the part that can be measured in the detector, i.e. in the ECAL+HCAL and muon systems. Let us denote this part as P t jet (small "j"!). So, we shall present the total jet transverse momentum P t Jet as a sum of three parts:
, containing the contribution of neutrinos that belong to the jet, i.e., a nondetectable part of jet P t :
2. P t Jet (µ) , containing the contribution of jet muons to P t
Jet
. These muons can give a weak signal in the calorimeters but their energy can be measured in the muon system (in the region of |η| < 2.4 in the case of CMS geometry):
Let us mention that due to the absence of the muon system and tracker beyond the |η| < 2.4 region, there exists a part of P t Jet caused by muons with |η| > 2.4 denoted as P t Jet (µ,|η|>2.4) . This part can be considered in some sense as an analog of P t Jet (ν) since the only trace of its presence would be weak MIP signals in ECAL and HCAL.
As for both points 1 and 2, let us say in advance that the estimation of the average values of the neutrino and muon contributions to P t Jet (see Section 4 and also Tables 1-8 of Appendix) has shown that they are quite negligible: about 0.35% of P t Jet all is due to neutrinos and about 0.25% of P t Jet all -to muons, where all means averaging over all events including those without neutrinos in jets.
3. And finally, by means of P t jet we denote the part of P t Jet which includes all detectable particles of the jet 1 , i.e.:
Thus, we can write (for the general case of η values)
In the case of pp → γ + Jet + X events the particles detected in the |η| < 5 region can originate from the fundamental subprocesses (1a) and (1b), that may be caused by LO diagrams, shown in Fig. 2 as well as by NLO diagrams (like those in Fig. 3 that include ISR) and also from the "underlying" event, of course.
As it was already mentioned in Section 2, the final states of the fundamental subprocesses (1a) and (1b) may contain additional jets due to the ISR and final state radiation (FSR) caused by the higher order QCD corrections to Feynman diagrams given in Fig. 1 . To realize the calibration idea (see Section 2.1), we need "in situ" selection of events with a good balance of P t γ and the P t jet part, measurable in the detector. It means that to make a reasonable simulation, we need to have a selected set of events with a small P t(ν) (and, thus, small P t miss ) as a model and we also have to find a way to select events without additional jets or with jets suppressed to the level of very small P t mini-jets or clusters.
For any event let us separate the particles in the |η| < 5 region into a "γ + Jet" system (here "Jet" denotes the jet with the highest P t ≥ 30 GeV /c) having the total transverse momentum P t γ+Jet (see (4) ) that may be different from:
in the case of neutrino presence in a jet, and a system of all other (O) particles in the |η| < 5 region beyond the "γ + Jet" system. The total transverse momentum of this system will be denoted as P t O and it is a sum of P t of additional mini-jets (or clusters) as well as of P t of single hadrons, photons and leptons in the |η| < 5 region. Since neutrinos are present among these leptons, then the difference of P t(ν) and P t Jet (ν) gives us the value of the transverse momentum
carried out by neutrinos which do not belong to the jet but are contained in the |η| < 5 region.
Let us denote a part of P t O , that can, in principle, be measured in the detector, by P t out . Thus, P t out is a sum of P t of other mini-jets or clusters (with P t clust smaller than P t Jet ) and of P t of single hadrons (h), photons (γ) and electrons (e) with |η| < 5 and muons (µ) with |η µ | < 2.4. Below for simplicity these mini-jets and clusters will be called just
is the following sum (h, γ, e, µ ∈ Jet):
And thus, finally, we have:
With these notations the conservation law for the P t component of the whole "γ + Jet" (where γ is a direct photon) event is:
with last three terms defined correspondingly by (11) , (15) and (5).
Definition of selection cuts for physical variables.
1. We select the events with one jet and one photon with
For most of our applications the jet is defined according to PYTHIA jetfinding algorithm LUCELL. The jet cone radius R in η − φ space ,counted from the jet initiator cell (ic), is taken as R ic = ((∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 ) 1/2 = 0.7 Below we shall also use the value of the jet radius, counted from the center of gravity (gc) of the jet, i.e. R gc . The comparison with UA1 jetfinding algorithm (taken from CMSJET program of fast simulation [16] ) is presented in [13, 14] . 2. To suppress the background processes, only the events with "isolated" photons are taken. To do this, we restrict: a) the value of the scalar sum of P t of hadrons and other particles surrounding a photon within a cone of R
b) the value of a fraction ("relative isolation cut") i∈R
c) we accept only the events having no charged tracks (particles) with P t > 1 GeV /c within R γ isol cone around the photon candidate. 3. To be consistent with the application condition of the NLO formulae, one should avoid an infrared dangerous region and take care of P t population in the region close to a photon (see [21] [22] [23] ). In accordance with [22] we also restrict the scalar sum of P t of particles around a photon within a cone of a smaller radius R singl = 0.175 = 1/4 R γ isol . Due to this cut, i∈R singl
an "isolated" photon with high P t also becomes a "single" one within an area of 8 towers (of 0.087x0.087 size according to CMS geometry) which surround the tower hitted by it (analog of 3×3 tower window algorithm).
4. We also consider the structure of every event with the photon candidate at a more precise level of 5x5 crystal cells window (size of one CMS HCAL tower) with a cell size of 0.0175x0.0175. To suppress the background events with photons resulting from high energetic π 0 −, η−, ω− and K 0 S − mesons,we apply in addition the following cut: a) the ECAL signal can be considered as a candidate to be a direct photon if it fits inside the 3x3 ECAL crystal cell window with the highest P t γ/e in the center; b) the value of a scalar sum of P t (P t sum ) of stable particles in the 5x5 crystal cell window in the region out of a smaller 3x3 crystal cell window (typical size of photon shower in ECAL found from GEANT simulation with CMSIM package), having the cell with the direct photon candidate (the largest P t γ/e) as the central one, should be restricted by 1 GeV /c, i.e.
c) we require the absence of a high P t hadron in this 5x5 crystal cell window (that means an imposing of an upper cut on the HCAL signal at least in the one-tower area) around the direct photon:
We can not reduce this value to, for example, 2-3 GeV /c, because a hadron with P t below 2-3 GeV /c deposits most of its energy in ECAL and may not reveal itself in HCAL.
5. We select the events with the vector P t Jet being "back-to-back" to the vector P t γ (in the plane transverse to the beam line) within ∆φ defined by equation:
(5
• is a size of one CMS HCAL tower in φ) for the following definition of the angle φ (γ,jet) P t γ P t Jet = P t γ P t Jet · cos(φ (γ,jet) ), with P t γ = | P t γ |, P t Jet = | P t Jet |.
6. The initial state radiation (ISR) manifests itself as some final state cluster or mini-jet activity. To suppress it, we impose a new cut condition that was not used earlier in previous experiments: we choose the events that do not have any other jet-like or cluster high P t activity, i.e. P t clust (taking the cluster cone R clust (η, φ) = 0.7), being higher than some threshold P t clust CUT value, i.e. we select the events with
where clusters are found by one and the same jetfinder used to find the jet in the event.
7. We limit the value of modulus of the vector sum of P t of all particles, except those in the "γ + Jet" system, that fit into the region covered by ECAL and HCAL (i.e. the cells "beyond the jet and photon" regions):
i ∈Jet,γ−dir
The importance of P t out CUT and P t clust CUT parameters to reduce the background will be demonstrated in the forthcoming papers [13] [14] [15] .
Below the selection cuts 1 -7 will be referred as "Selection 1". The last two of them, 6 and 7, are new criteria, not used in previous experiments. In addition to them one more new object, named an "isolated jet", will be introduced.
8. To do this we also involve a new requirement of "jet isolation", i.e. the presence of a "clean enough" (in the sense of limited P t activity) region inside the ring (of ∆R = 0.3 size) around the jet. Following this picture we restrict the value of the ratio of the scalar sum of transverse momenta of particles belonging to this ring, i.e. P t ring /P t γ ≡ ǫ jet ≤ 2%, where P t ring = i∈0.7<R<1
The set of events that pass under the cuts 1 -8 will be called as "Selection 2".
9. In the following "Selection 3" we shall keep only those events in which one and the same jet (i.e. up to good accuracy having the same values of P t Jet , R jet and ∆φ) is found simultaneously by every of two jetfinders used here: UA1 and LUCELL. For these jets (and also clusters) we require the following conditions:
The exact values of cut parameters, i.e. P t isol CUT , ǫ γ CUT , ǫ jet , P t clust CUT , P t out CUT , will be specified below, since they may be different, for instance, for various P t γ -intervals (being more loose for higher P t γ ).
10. As we have already mentioned in Section 3.1, one can expect reasonable results of the calibration procedure modeling only by using a set of selected events with a small value of P t miss . So, we also use the following cut:
Due to this reason in Section 4, we shall study the influence of P t miss parameter on the selection of events with a reduced value of P t Jet (ν) . The aim of the event selection with a small value of P t Jet (ν) is quite obvious: we need a set of events with a reduced value of P t Jet uncertainty due to possible presence of a non-detectable neutrino contribution to a jet.
To conclude this section, let us rewrite the basic P t -balance equation (16) of the previous section by means of notations introduced here in the form more suitable to present results in further papers [12] [13] [14] [15] . For this purpose we shall rewrite equation (16) in the following scalar form:
where
As it will be shown in [12] [13] [14] , the first term in the right-hand part of the equation (29) is negligibly small and tends to decrease more with a growth of the energy. So, the main source of the P t disbalance in the "γ + Jet" system is a term P t (O + η > 5)/P t γ .
ESTIMATION OF NON-DETECTABLE PART OF P t Jet
In Section 3.1 we have separated the transverse momentum of the jet, i.e. P t Jet , into two parts: a detectable one P t jet and a non-measurable part, consisting of P t Jet (ν) (see (8) ) and P t Jet (µ,|η|>2.4) (see (11)) 2 . In the same way we have done analogous separation according to equation (15) of the transverse momentum of other particles, i.e. P t O , excluding direct photon (or candidate to be detected as a direct photon), into detectable part P t out and nonmeasurable part consisting of P t O (ν) (see (13) ) and P t O (µ,|η|>2.4) (see (15) ). Here we present an estimation of averaged values of transverse momenta of the total P t Jet carried out by non-detectable particles. For this aim we use a bank of the signal "γ + Jet" events generated for three intervals of P t γ with the restrictions (17) -(24) and the following cuts are fixed as follows:
No restriction for the P t out value was done. The results of analysis of these events are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 .
The first row of Fig. 4 contains P t miss spectra in the "γ + Jet" events for different P t γ intervals. Their practical independence (up to the good accuracy) on P t γ is clearly seen.
In the second row of Fig. 4 we present the spectra of P t miss for the events (denoted as P t Jet (ν) > 0) having a non-zero P t Jet (ν) component in P t Jet . For these figures the P t miss spectrum dependence on the direct photon P t γ (that is equal, approximately, to P t Jet ) is seen.
So, the spectra tails as well as the mean values are shifting to a large P t miss region with P t Jet growth. At the same time a peak position remains in the region of P t miss < 5 GeV /c. From the comparison of the number of entries in the second row plots of Fig. 4 with those in the first row it can be concluded that the part of events with the jet having the non-zero neutrinos contribution (P t Jet (ν) > 0) has the same size of about 3.3% in all P t γ intervals.
The same spectra of P t miss for events with P t Jet (ν) > 0 show what amount of these events would remain after imposing a cut on P t miss in every P t γ interval. The important thing here is that the reduction of the number of events with P t Jet (ν) > 0 in every P t γ interval leads to reducing the mean value of P t Jet (ν) , i.e. a value averaged over all collected events. This value, found from PYTHIA generation, serves as a model correction ∆ ν and it has to be estimated for the proper determination of the total P t Jet from the measurable part P t jet : P t Jet = P t jet + ∆ ν , where ∆ ν = P t Jet (ν) all events . The effect of general P t miss CUT imposing in each event of our sample is shown in the third row of Fig. 4 . The upper cut P t miss CUT = 1000 GeV /c, as it is seen from the second row pictures, means the absence of any upper limit on P t Jet (ν) . The most important information that the value of the neutrinos P t inside the jet, being averaged over all events, can reach the value of P t Jet (ν) ≈ 1 GeV /c at P t γ ≥ 300 GeV /c comes from the right-hand plot of the third row in Fig. 4 . From the comparison of the plots from the second row with the corresponding plots 3 from the third row we see that the first cut P t miss CUT = 20 GeV /c for the first 40 < P t γ < 50 GeV /c interval reduces the number of entries by less than 0.5% and the mean value of P t Jet (ν) -by less than 10%. A more restrictive cut P t miss CUT = 5 GeV /c reduces the value of P t Jet (ν) by three times and leads to approximate twofold drop of the number of events.
From these Figures we see that for the interval 300 < P t γ < 360 the number of events with jets including neutrino (second row) is about 3.3% (Entries=3001) of the total number of the generated "γ + Jet" events (Entries=89986). A very restrictive P t miss CUT =5 GeV /c cut leads to the reduction factor for P t Jet (ν) of about 50. As it is seen from the plot in the bottom right-hand corner of Fig. 4 , the P t Jet (ν) spectrum for the remaining events (Entries=57475) finishes at P t Jet (ν) = 10 GeV /c and sharply peaks at P t Jet (ν) = 0. The averaged value of P t Jet (ν) under this peak is equal to 0.022 GeV /c. So, with this cut on P t miss the neutrinos give a negligible contribution to P t Jet .
At the same time we see that application of the moderate cut P t miss CUT = 10 GeV /c for 300 < P t Jet < 360 GeV /c interval strongly reduces (by 20 times) the mean value of P t Jet (ν) (from 1 GeV /c down to < P t Jet (ν) >= 0.05 GeV /c) at about 10% reduction of the total number of events in this P t Jet (or P t γ ) interval.
In the case of 100 < P t Jet < 120 GeV /c interval, as we see from the third row of Fig. 4 , the same cut P t miss CUT = 10 GeV /c reduces the mean value of P t Jet (ν) by 5 times (from 0.5 GeV /c down to < P t Jet (ν) >= 0.09 GeV /c) with the same 10% reduction of the total number of events.
It should be noted that in the less dangerous (from the point of view of the size of , denoted as "Mean" (being equal to an averaged Pt
value over the number of the remained entries. K ± −decays are allowed inside the solenoid of R = 129 cm and L = 317 cm.
neutrino P t content in a jet) 40 < P t Jet < 50 GeV /c interval we have already a very small mean value of P t Jet (ν) equal to 0.152 GeV /c without imposing any P t miss CUT . The analogous (to neutrino) situation holds for P t Jet (µ) contribution. The detailed information about the values of non-detectable P t Jet (ν) , averaged over all events (no cut on P t miss was used), as well as about mean values of muons P t from jet P t Jet (µ) , is presented in Tables 1-8 of Appendix for the sample of events with jets which are completely contained in the barrel region of HCAL (|η jet | < 1.4, "HB-events", see [12] ). In these tables the ratio of the number of events with non-zero P t Jet (ν) to the total number of events is denoted by R ν∈Jet event and the ratio of the number of events with non-zero P t Jet (µ) to the total number of events is denoted by R Tables 1-8 we see that the averaged of P t miss value being calculated by using of only the events with P t Jet (ν) > 0, i.e. P t miss ν∈Jet , is about 7 GeV /c for 40 < P t γ < 50 GeV /c interval. It increases to about 32 GeV /c for 300 < P t γ < 360 GeV /c. It should be noted that the averaged values of the modulus of P t Jet (ν) (see formula (8)) presented in the second and third lines of Tables 1-6 from the Appendix, coincide with the averaged values of ∆ ν up to the three digits due to practical collinearity of Tables 1-8 contain the lines with an additional information on the numbers of the "γ +Jet" events with the jets produced by c− and b− quarks, i.e. N event (c) and N event (b) , given for the integrated luminosity L int = 3 f b −1 , respectively. There are also lines that show a ratio ("29sub/all") of the number of the events caused by gluonic ("Compton-like") subprocess (1a) to the number of events due to the sum of (1a) and (1b) subprocesses.
Below follows the line containing the averaged values of the jet radius <R jet >.
The value of the difference of the jet measurable part transverse momentum P t jet and of the total jet P t Jet , averaged over all events, i.e. P t Jet − P t jet , is presented in second lines of Tables 1-8 of Appendix in GeV /c units. This value has a sense of correction ∆ ν that should be applied to P t jet in order to take into account P t carried off by non-detectable particles.
It was already mentioned in Introduction that we are planning to carry out a more detailed analysis basing on GEANT package and taking into account weak decays of π ± and K ± mesons. To have an idea what changes can be expected, we shall consider only the case of allowed K ± decays (as the main source of neutrinos and muons). The averaged values of P t Jet (ν) for different P t γ -intervals with switched on K ± decays are given in Fig. 5 with the same meaning of all notations. Here K ± decays are allowed inside the solenoid volume with the barrel radius R B = 129 cm and the distance from the interaction vertex to End-cap along Z-axis L = 317 cm (CMS geometry).
From this Figure we see that in the case of allowed K ± decays, the P t miss spectrum for all events (compare the first rows in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ) practically does not change with P t Jet (≈ P t γ ) as well as the mean value of P t miss . At the same time the P t miss spectra change for events that contain neutrinos in the jet (second row of Fig. 5 ) quite noticeably. It should be noted that the amount of such events grows up to 10% as compared with 3% in the case considered in Fig. 4 , but the mean values of P t miss do not grow so strongly with P t γ as it was seen in Fig. 4 . The mean value of P t miss changes only twice from 6.0 GeV /c for the interval 40 < P t γ < 50 to 11.4 GeV /c for the interval 300 < P t γ < 360. Now we compare the third row pictures in Figs. 4 and 5. We see that the mean value of P t Jet (ν) , carried out by neutrinos of the jet grows up from the value of about P t Jet (ν) ≈ 0.8 GeV /c at 40 < P t γ < 50 GeV /c to the value of P t Jet (ν) ≈ 2.2 GeV /c at 300 < P t γ < 360 GeV /c, i.e.
it changes as 2% → 0.7% of P t Jet . From the same pictures of Fig. 5 we see that the general cut P t miss CUT = 20 GeV /c would reduce the contribution of neutrinos into P t Jet to the value P t Jet (ν) ≈ 0.5 GeV /c in all P t Jet intervals, while the cut P t miss CUT = 10 GeV /c would lead to the value of P t Jet (ν) ≈ 0.20 − 0.26 GeV /c. (that is quite acceptable) with ≈ 9% reduction of the event number.
SUMMARY
The possibility of the jet energy scale setting and hadron calorimeter calibration at LHC energies by using the "γ + Jet" process is considered for the case of low luminosity (10 33 cm 2 s −1 ).
The initial state radiation (ISR) as the main source of the P t disbalance in the "γ + Jet" system is discussed. New variables that enter the P t -balance equation are considered. The new cuts (see Section 3) P t out CUT and P t clust CUT (in addition to the cut on φ (γ,jet) angle used previously in other experiments) as well as a new object of "isolated jet" are introduced here. The consequences of their variation and the choice of their most preferable values to select the events with a good P t γ and P t jet balance will be discussed in [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The values of the non-detectable part of P t Jet caused by neutrinos are estimated for different P t Jet intervals. It is found that P t γ and P t Jet balance can be influenced by neutrino energy leakage from the jet. The P t miss CUT = 10 GeV /c is proved to be sufficient for reducing the jet energy leakage caused by neutrinos to an acceptable level with about of 9% loss of events.
After the detailed study of neutrinos and muons contribution to P t Jet done here, the following papers will be concentrated on the contribution of hadrons, photons and electrons.
We would like to emphasize once more that the values of selection cuts, given here, are not a dogma for us. Our aim is to present an estimation of a number of events that can be selected in some unit of time chosen here as one month of LHC continuous operation (i.e. 3000 pb −1 = 3 f b −1 ). In future calibration "in situ" one can collect these "γ + Jet" events and in parallel classify them according to different Selection criteria (1, 2 and 3; see Section 3.2) for increasing the degree of accuracy.
APPENDIX
40 < P t γ < 50 GeV /c 100 < P t γ < 120 GeV /c 200 < P t γ < 240 GeV /c 300 < P t γ < 360 GeV /c 
